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find and they proved to be silver "pieces-of-eight." Here was
actual booty from the Spanish Main, spoils cached in the
coves and hills of Tortuga by the buccaneers of the seven-
teenth century.
My quest on Tortuga was not so much in search of pirate
treasure as to compare the jungle-matted little island of the
present with the buccaneer rendezvous and stronghold of
some three centuries before. Pirate history relates circum-
stantially and convincingly that here piracy started and grew
until it terrorized the coastlines and water from the Atlantic
and Gulf to Cape Horn and even into the Pacific. The boldest
and worst of French, Dutch and English buccaneers outfitted
their ships on Tortuga and returned thence after their raids
to divide the plunder and outfit again for further expeditions.
My first discovery at this ancient home of the skull and
cross-bones was, however, the "jumping cactus"—a worthy
successor to the most evil of pirates. The jumping cactus is a
species of flora which is best left alone. Its pancake-like sec-
tions are so delicately jointed that the disturbing footsteps of
an unwary intruder cause them literally to fly apart. Each
section is fringed with needle-like spines and each spine is
equipped with almost miscroscopic barbs so set as to impede
withdrawal once the victim is stuck. I had not been ashore
five minutes before an encounter with a veritable colony of
jumping cactus. I spent the next hour, assisted by a black
corporal of the Haitian Gendarmerie, my companion for the
day, in extracting these tiny rapiers.
I left the small seaport of Port de Paix early one morning
in a native lugger. The black sergeant had been assigned to
act as guide. He was armed with a .32 caliber revolver of an-
cient design and my weapon was a twelve-gage Winchester
shotgun. The arms were superfluous except for the chance to
shoot a few blue pigeons which after my encounter with the

